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Propagating and standing fronts between Hopf- and Turing-type domains are observed experimentally on a one-dimensional 
array of resistively coupled nonlinear LC-oscillators describable by a two-component reaction-diffusion equation. Numerical and 
experimental results are compared in particular with respect to front velocities. In the neighbourhood of a codimension-two point 
two coupled Ginzburg-Landau equations, derived by multiple scale methods, are a useful approximation. 

Fronts have always attracted much interest since 
they can mediate between two relatively simple states 
of a system and by this way give access to more com- 
plicated structures. We investigate fronts on an elec- 
trical network consisting of 128 identical LC-oscil- 
lators with an S-shaped nonlinearity S(Z), similar to 
Bonhoeffer-van der Pol oscillators [ 11. The oscil- 

lators (“cells”) are coupled via resistors (fig. 1). The 
network equations in the discrete variables I,, U, for 
current and voltage of the ith cell can be approxi- 
mated by two differential equations in the continu- 
ous dimensionless variables u(x, t), w(x, t), 

il=D,Av+f(v)-w, f(v)=,b-u3, 

&J=D,Aw+v-W-K,. (1) 

cell 1 cell 2 cell 128 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the electrical network, consisting of 
N= 128 oscillators. Parameters: L = 33 mH, C= 1 O-50 nF, RI= 47 
kf2, R”= 140-650 Q Ry=3 kQ, U,= 17.56 V. 
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The parameters are real with D, D,, 8, ;1> 0. v(x,) 

and w(x;) are simple linear transformations Of Zi and 
Vi, respectively, 

U(X,)=(Y(Z,--Jy), w(x;)=p(u*-Uj) ) 

a,/3, P, U*=const . 

System (1) is a reaction-diffusion system of acti- 
vator-inhibitor type as studied by Turing [ 2 1. The 
derivation of this continuous system written in nor- 
malized variables and parameters from the network 
equations is outlined in ref. [ I], here we give only 
the basic transformations. The S-shaped voltage- 
current characteristic S(Z) is approximated by 

S(Z) = v*-x(Z-r”)+yl(z-I*)3 ) 

x= 1270 R, ~~0.165 V/(mA)3, 

r*=3.34 mA, Wz7.54 V. (2) 

The normalized version of S(Z), its cubic approxi- 
mation and the load line are given in fig. 2. The 
transformations between the experimental and di- 
mensionless parameters are 
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c - exp. characteristic ;’ 
02 - - - - cub. approximation : ; 
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Fig. 2. Voltage-current characteristic of the nonlinear resistance 

S(I) in the normalized variables v and W, its cubic approxima- 

tion f( u) and the load line for K, = 0 intersecting S(I) at the in- 
flection point. 

where <=length of the system, N=number of cells, 

a=Ju)lRv, p=&p$, y= 11.5x 106 !L!2. 

Also the time is resealed: tdimensionless = (R v/L) 

x Lperimental. 
In semiconductors and gas discharge systems many 

pattern formation phenomena can be described 
qualitatively by equations of this type [ 3,4 1. 

t 
32 64 96 128 

cell number 

Hence we fix the values of L=O.423, D,= 
2.88 x 10e3 and rc, =O but vary D, and 6, so the sin- 
gle cell has only one stationary state at v= w=O. If 
16> 1, this stationary state is unstable, and a stable 
limit cycle exists at least in the space clamped sys- 
tem. With zero flux Neumann-type boundary con- 
ditions and if the voltage Us is switched on rapidly 
enough, the whole network is found to oscillate al- 
most homogeneously with 3.5-6.8 kHz for 6= 13.3- 
3.6. Now, applying a constant external voltage to one 
boundary, a front can be started, propagating through 
the system and leaving behind a spatially periodic 
stationary state similar to Turing-type structures 
[ 1,5 ] (figs. 3-5). This final stable structure under- 
goes only minor modifications near the boundary 
when the constant boundary voltage is switched off 
and the Neumann-type boundary condition is re- 
established. 

Fig. 3. Experimentally obtained Turing-type domain on the net- 

work left behind by a “freezing front” (FF) D,= 1.12 x 1 0m5, 

6=9.95, <= 1.5. The wavelength of the pattern is n=6.6 cells. 

The corresponding Turing wavelength is A,= 7.4 cells, resulting 

from A,=2n/q,, qF= 1 /aW- l/D, and aconversion factor 

of N/l= 128/1.5 cells. Taking into account the discreteness of 

the system leads to AT+= 7 2 cells. (a) Activator U, (b) inhibi- 

tor W. 

10 
1 

Hopf-type domain 

Such fronts will be called “freezing fronts” (FF). Fig. 4. Numerical computation of a FF started at the left bound- 

The front velocity c decreases with increasing D, and ary. D,= 10-5, 6~9.0, n~0.079, /1,=0.084. 
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Fig. 5. The propagation of a FF in space and time can be illus- 

trated by the generation of the peaks of the Turing-type domain. 

In this diagram a point is set at the peaks of the activator distri- 

bution for each time step. The parameters for this numerical 

computation are the same as in fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6. Front velocities cat 6= 9.95 plotted as a function of D, A 

positive velocity corresponds to a FF, a negative one to a MF. 

even takes negative values (fig. 6 ). To observe neg- 
ative velocities, first a stationary Turing-type do- 
main must be prepared for example by a FF at lower 
D, then D, is increased and some additional oscil- 
lating cells are connected with one boundary. The 
latter induces a “melting front” (MF), which travels 
through the network generating a homogeneously os- 
cillating state (Hopf-type domain). In fig. 6 there is 
a gap between the branches of positive and negative 
velocities. Within the gap FFs or MFs travel only 
through a part of the system until they are pinned at 
some position. 

Front velocities computed numerically with a spa- 
tial discretization of 128 points, that is 6.5 points per 

period, match reasonably well with experimentally 
observed values, considering that the nonlinearity 
f(v) used in the calculations is only an approxi- 
mation to the real characteristic S(Z). Improving the 

numerical discretization to about 30 points per spa- 
tial period and 500 in total, smaller velocities are 
obtained. What is more, FFs at different D, now pro- 
duce Turing-type domains which differ in wave- 
length, whereas with lesser discretization all FFs re- 

sult in the same structure. So there are now several 
MF branches, one branch to each structure left be- 

hind by a FF (fig. 7). Higher spatial discretizations 

do not change the results any more, so 30 points per 
period are used for all further numerical investiga- 
tions. The velocities of FFs decrease with increasing 
S. The dependence of c on both parameters can be 
shown by means of its zeros in the Du- l/6 plane (fig. 

8). 
FFs and MFs can be understood as transitions be- 

tween two competing domains. An analytical ap- 

proach can be made if we choose D, and 6 close to 
the codimension-two bifurcation point Do,,= 
1.67 x 10m4, &=2.36, where the leading Hopf and 
Turing bifurcation of (1) coincide. Both bifurca- 

tions are of supercritical type leading to stable struc- 
tures, so if for example 6 is fixed at SC, a Turing-type 
structure of wavenumber k, emanates from the ho- 

mogeneous stationary state U(X) = w(x) =O when D, 

4 
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Fig. 7. Numerically computed front velocities at 6= 9.0. There is 

one branch of FFs, but several branches of MFs, indicated by 

different plotting symbols. Each MF branch belongs to fronts be- 

tween the homogeneous Hopf-type domain and a Turing-type 

domain which was left behind by a FF at D,w. 
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Fig. 8. Zeros of the front velocities in the D,1/6 plane. The 

asymptotical borders of domain stability can be computed ana- 

lytically from (3). The dotted line indicates the cross section used 

for fig. 9. 

becomes smaller than D,,. In the same way the sys- 

tem bifurcates into a homogeneously oscillating state 
if D,=D,, and 6 is increased above 8,. If both these 
bifurcations occur, the system enters a region of the 
parameter space where Turing- and Hopf-type do- 
mains are possible and transitions between them can 
be expected. By the method of multiple scales as out- 
lined e.g. in ref. [ 61 we can derive from system ( 1) 
a set of coupled amplitude equations. On the original 
scales this leads to two coupled Ginzburg-Landau 
equations, 

awu a2w, - =mH W,+d,--- 
at 

ax2 +tgH 1 wH 12wH 

+KH\wT\2wH> 

8WT azw, __ =mT W,+d,-- at aX2 +gTIWT12WT 

+GIWH12WT. 

For the case K, =O the coefficients are 

(&,-k)k,Z kZ = 1 1 

mT = 1 -&D,,lD, ’ 
- 

= ,,m - D, ’ 

dH= ;(,,,+ $+ 

(3) 

The complex amplitudes W, and W, of the domains 
approximate ( 1) by 

21 

0 w 
% W~Uuexp(ioOt)+W~&exp(ik,x)+c.c., 

where C.C. denotes the complex conjugate. UH and 
ioO are the eigenvector and eigenvalue of the Hopf 
bifurcation. U, is the Turing eigenvector and kc> 0 

the related wavenumber. For the derivation of (3) 
see refs. [ 781. 

In terms of (3 ) the leading Hopf bifurcation oc- 
curs at Re (mu) = 0, i.e. at 6= 6,, whereas the leading 
Turing bifurcation is located at mT = 0, correspond- 
ing to D,=D,,. Both are supercritical and result in 
stable Hopf respectively Turing states. If 6> S, and 
D,,c D,,,, (fig. S), the trivial homogeneous state ( W,, 

W,) = (0, 0) is unstable due to perturbations both 
in WH and in WT. To stabilize a pure Hopf domain 
( W, = Reiw’, W, = 0) in this sector, the growing of 
( U; ( has to be suppressed. This is achieved, indeed, 
by a sufficiently large amplitude ( W, 1 2 = - Re ( mH ) / 
Re(g,), i.e. at a large enough distance from the bi- 
furcation line S=S,. The condition reads 

m,+kTI W,(‘<O, 

resulting in 

1 1 ----=-- 
6 stab,Hopf 4 

qkf(D us -D,). 

Considering a pure Turing domain ( W,=O, 

W,= Re’@), similarly leads to 

Re(m,)+Re(&)I WT\‘-cO, 

1 
__ = -t -2kf(D,,-D,) . 
6 stab.Tur & 

Hence, Hopf and Turing domains are stable only in 
part of the sector D,< D,,, 6> SC, and we expect sta- 
ble fronts only within this “bistability” region (fig. 
8). Deviations from the optimal wavelengths within 
the domains further reduce the width of this sector 
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since they lead to smaller amplitudes. We did not find 
analytical front-type solutions of (3), so to check the 
results we compared numerically obtained FFs of ( 1) 
and (3) close to Do,c, SC (fig. 9). 

Up to now we have only discussed simple prop- 
agation of fronts resulting from certain combina- 
tions of Hopf- and Turing-type domains. But one 
might expect that there are other combinations which 
do not lead to such a simple result. To induce more 
complicated behaviour we started with a homoge- 
neous Hopf-type domain in combination with a 
Turing-type domain which was prepared by a fast FF 
at small D,. If then D, is changed to a value slightly 

above the estimated zero of the front velocity, first 
a MF with a small velocity can be observed. But in 
addition the wavelength within the Turing-type do- 

main slowly increases (fig. 10) and the Hopf-type 
domain is modulated on a large scale. This finally 
turns the front back to become a FF. Such a behav- 
iour might be viewed upon as an interaction of two 

mechanisms: 
(a) Propagation of a FF/MF depending on the 

wavelengths of the domains; 

(b) Phase diffusion [ 61 within the Turing-type 
domain in the presence of a free boundary tends to 
increase the wavelength, and the approximately sta- 
tionary front induces a large-scale modulation of the 
Hopf-type domain. 

So at the beginning there is a MF because the Hopf- 
type domain is “stronger” than the initial Turing-type 

-4L . ’ L ’ . ’ . ’ ’ 
11.0 12.0 13.0 14,o IS,0 16,0 

Dvf W5 

Fig. 9. Comparison of front velocities at 6~2.5. The determina- 
tion of front velocities can be extended to the ranges of unstable 
domains in the frame of the Ginzburg-Landau equations, how- 
ever, for system ( 1) it was impossible to come to reliable values. 

space 

Fig. 10. The same type of diagram as fig. 5.6~ 9.0. Here we start 
the computation with a Turing-type domain which was left be- 
hind by a FF at D,= 0.5 x 1 Oe5, filling approximately half of the 
system, A=0.063, &=0.070. At t=O D, is increased to 
1.87 x 10m5. After this at first a MF is observed but then phase 
diffusion turns the front back, generating a new Turing-type do- 
main with ,4 = 0.099, A,= 0.100 behind the front. The isolated 
points within the Hopf sector of the plot result from large-scale 
modulations of the oscillation which can be observed in the case 
of slowly propagating fronts. 

domain, but by changing the wavelengths the Tur- 
ing-type domain becomes “stronger”, so the MF be- 
comes a FF. Moreover, this FF maybe is pushed by 
the extending Turing-type domain towards the Hopf- 
type domain. Since the short wavelength Turing-type 
structure is stable, in the case of Neumann bound- 
aries, the wavelength can only be increased in the 
presence of the front. 

Coexistence of different nontrivial patterns has re- 
cently been described by Kolodner et al. [ 91 and by 
Anderson and Behringer [ lo]. They observed zones 
of travelling waves with different wavelengths and 
phase velocities in a quasi l-d Rayleigh-Benard ex- 
periment using an ethanol-water mixture. While 
there is no clear evidence from the work of Anderson 
and Behringer for fronts between well defined trav- 
eling wave domains, Kolodner et al. found such fronts 
propagating with constant velocity as those de- 
scribed by us. 

Similar results have been presented by Willebrand 
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et al. [ 111 in the case of a quasi l-d (laterally ex- 
tended) dc-driven gas-discharge system. In addition, 
these authors found coexisting stationary and trav- 
eling patterns separated by a stationary front. Mov- 
ing Hopf-Turing fronts, however, have so far, to the 
best of our knowledge, only been described in con- 
nection with the oscillator chain discussed in this pa- 

per tlS1. 
In this context there is extensive theoretical work 

on patterns governed by a single complex Ginzburg- 
Landau equation. In their review of this field, van 
Saarloos and Hohenberg [ 121 present several cri- 
teria for the existence and stability of fronts and 
pulses as well as sinks and sources involving differ- 
ent traveling wave states as well as trivial domains. 
It would be desirable to extend these results to the 

case discussed in our paper. 
In summary we may say that experimental and nu- 

merical evidence could be presented for the phe- 
nomena of freezing and melting fronts between Tur- 
ing- and Hopf-type domains in a two-component 
reaction-diffusion system. Close to the related co- 
dimension-two point a pair of coupled Ginzburg- 
Landau equations could be derived and was found 
to be a useful description. We numerically demon- 
strated the interaction of front propagation and phase 
diffusion within the domains. It is desirable for the 
future to study this phenomenon by means of the 
Ginzburg-Landau equations. 

This work has been supported by the Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft (DGF). 
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